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Abstract 
 
It has long been argued that the anticipations of some future event will impact current 
consumption and well-being in advance of the occurrence of the event itself. This paper 
introduces this idea of anticipated pleasure into the Ramsey growth model, by assuming that 
in addition to his own current consumption, an agent’s current utility depends upon a 
reference consumption level that is based on expected future consumption. Two alternative 
specifications of the anticipated future consumption levels are considered: an external index 
and an internal index. We analyze the macrodynamic equilibrium, comparing it to both the 
standard Ramsey model, and the more familiar parallel model of habit formation. We 
establish a number of theoretical propositions characterizing the impact of the anticipated 
consumption reference on the transitional dynamics and long-run equilibrium, supplementing 
these with extensive numerical simulations. 
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1. Introduction 

The standard Ramsey growth model assumes that individuals’ utility functions at any point 

of time depend upon only contemporaneous variables, specifically their own current consumption 

and in many cases leisure (labor supply).  The limitations of this time-separable specification of 

utility have become increasingly recognized, and there is a growing literature in which current utility 

depends not only on current consumption, but also on past consumption levels, which collectively 

may provide a benchmark against which current consumption can be assessed.  These so-called 

models of habit-formation were first introduced by Ryder and Heal (1973), and over the years have 

been refined and applied to a variety of issues with varying degrees of success.  These applications 

include: asset pricing (Constantinides, 1990, Campbell and Cochrane, 1999), consumption behavior 

(Osborn, 1988, Fearson and Constantinides, 1991, Dynan, 2000), short-run macroeconomic 

stabilization (Ljundqvist and Uhlig, 2000, Fuhrer, 2000), exchange rate behavior (Mansoorian, 1988) 

and economic growth (Carroll, Overland, and Weil, 1997, 2000, Alvarez-Cuadrado, Monteiro, and 

Turnovsky, 2004, Alonso-Carrera, Caballé, and Raurich, 2005, Turnovsky and Monteiro, 2007).  

While past consumption levels may form a natural benchmark against which current 

consumption, and therefore current welfare, may be assessed, it is also plausible that anticipations of 

future consumption levels may be an equally relevant consideration.  There are at least two distinct 

reasons one can advance in support of this view.  The first is an old one, associated with the idea of 

the “pleasures of anticipations”, and dates back to Jevons (1871) and Marshall (1891).  In this vein, 

the phrase “I am looking forward to that (event)” is one of the most widely used expressions, and it 

is clearly articulating the notion that the anticipation of the future event being referred to is 

increasing the individual’s current well-being, in advance of the event itself.  The first author to 

investigate more formally the impact of anticipated consumption on current utility was Loewenstein 

(1987).  The focus of his study was to relate the pleasure associated with the process of anticipating 

future consumption (or its pain in some circumstances) to the standard practice of time discounting 

of future consumption.  He showed how the utility from anticipation may cause individuals to delay 

positive consumption experiences, thereby enabling them to prolong the pleasures of their 
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anticipatory experience.   

The second justification is as a potential benchmark for comparative purposes.  It seems 

reasonable that forward-looking agents, in assessing their current well-being, may be equally 

concerned with comparing their present consumption to their expected future consumption profile, 

just as they may relate it to their past consumption habits.  Indeed, this comparison was recognized 

some time ago by Elster and Loewenstein (1992) who referred to it as the “contrast effect”1  More 

recently, the notion that the reference point should be based on expectations has been emphasized by 

Kőszegi and Rabin (2006, 2007) in their seminal work on consumption and gain-loss utility. 

Despite the importance of anticipated future consumption as a determinant of current utility, 

there is almost no literature examining its macroeconomic consequences.  One study by Kuznitz, 

Kandel, and Fos (2008) examines the implications of anticipated consumption on portfolio choice.  

Another more recent study by Faria and McAdam (2013) discusses its consequences for equilibrium 

in a monetary economy, and its implications for the effectiveness of monetary policy.  Both papers 

find that the introduction of anticipated future consumption can have significant consequences.  The 

objective of the present paper is to examine the consequences that anticipated future consumption 

may have for capital accumulation and economic growth.   

The relationship of current well-being to agents’ experiences at different points in time is a 

complex one, involving a range of psychological aspects with which economists have generally 

limited familiarity.  In the case of past experiences, there are past observations (past consumption), 

that together, can provide concrete sources of information regarding agents’ consumption patterns.  

Most economic applications that use this information to form some measure of habit, do so by either 

treating the previous period’s consumption level as the reference point (e.g. Fuhrer, 2000, Alonso-

Carrera et al., 2005) or more commonly, by constructing the habit as some exponentially declining 

weighted average of all past consumption levels (e.g. Ryder and Heal, 1973, Carroll et al. 1997, 

2000, Ljundqvist and Uhlig, 2000, Alvarez-Cuadrado et al. 2004, Turnovsky and Monteiro, 2007).  

However, research by psychologists suggest that the way agents process past information is much 
                                                 

1 Elster and Loewenstein (1992, p225) write: “Anticipated experiences also affect current well-being via the contrast 
effect, by serving as a point of comparison against which current consumption is measured.” 
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more complex than that, in that they may be heavily influenced by extreme events, or circumstances 

that prevailed at formative stages of their lives, such as when they began employment.2  How well 

this more complex behavior associated with cognitive science is captured by the conventional 

economic model of habits, with its exponentially declining weights, is questionable. 

Matters are even more complex with regard to anticipations, in that, without having 

observations on which to anchor the anticipations, they are inherently uncertain and the 

psychological aspects assume even greater importance.  One issue stressed in the psychological 

literature involves anxiety and anticipatory emotions; see Caplin and Leahy (2001) and Kőszegi 

(2010).  As these authors note, these attributes introduce the potential for time inconsistent decision 

making behavior.  While we acknowledge these aspects, we will represent anticipated future 

consumption in a way parallel to those traditionally employed to describe habits, namely as a 

discounted sum of future consumptions, which, under the assumption of perfect foresight that we 

shall also invoke, are known with certainty.  We therefore abstract from the issues relating to anxiety 

and time inconsistency.  From this standpoint, our focus is primarily on the comparison between two 

alternative approaches to formulating reference consumption levels – specifically past consumption 

versus (expected) future consumption – and we are therefore not attempting to deal with the more 

subtle psychological aspects that we have alluded to. 

As we discuss in more detail below, the “habit formation” literature adopts two alternative 

specifications of the benchmark consumption level.  The first is as an external index based on past 

economy-wide consumption levels, which the individual, being atomistic, takes as given.  Since in 

equilibrium this index reflects the collective behavior of all individuals, it serves as an externality, 

leading to distortions in consumption.3  The alternative approach is as an internal index, based on the 

agent’s own past consumption levels, and which he chooses as part of his optimal consumption plan.   

We suggest that precisely the same distinction is applicable to a consumption reference index 
                                                 

2 Rubin, Weltzer, and Nebes (1986) were the first to document how memories of events experienced between the ages of 
10 and 30 are more vividly stored and easily recalled, a phenomenon referred to in the psychological literature as the 
“reminiscence bump”.  
3 Dupor and Liu (2003) emphasize the distortionary aspect in the case where aggregate economy-wide consumption is 
introduced contemporaneously into the individual’s utility function.  Turnovsky and Monteiro (2007) undertake a similar 
task when the consumption reference point is based on the discounted sum of past economy-wide consumption levels. 
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based on anticipated future consumption levels.  There is however, one significant difference, which 

arises when the index is internal.  Whereas in the “habits” context the index is adapted from past 

behavior, so that its initial value is a historically given initial condition, the initial value of the 

internal index based on future anticipations is unconstrained in this way.  Instead, its choice is part of 

the agent’s constrained intertemporal optimization problem.4   

Using this framework we shall derive and analyze the macrodynamic equilibrium in an 

economy where, in addition to his own current consumption, an agent’s current utility depends upon 

a reference consumption level that is based on a discounted measure of expected future 

consumptions.  We begin with the case where the reference pertains to expected economy-wide 

consumption, which the individual is too small to influence, and therefore takes as given.  This 

measure operates as an externality and is therefore immune to the types of issues discussed in the 

psychological literature.  In addition to comparing this formulation to the standard Ramsey model, 

we also contrast it with the conventional model of habit formation, where the reference point is 

based on past behavior.  We then proceed to the case where the reference index is formed internally, 

being based on the agent’s own anticipated consumption path, and carry out a similar comparison.  

Insofar as possible, we proceed analytically, although to gain further insight we supplement the 

formal analysis with the numerical simulations of a plausibly calibrated aggregate growth model. 

Several key results emerge from our combination of formal analysis and numerical 

simulations.  First, under the commonly adopted assumption of inelastic labor supply, the presence 

of a consumption reference point in utility – whether it be external or internal, backward-looking, or 

forward-looking – has no long-run effects on the levels of output, capital, or consumption.  Hence, 

the steady state is identical to that of the conventional Ramsey model.  In contrast, the structure of 

the consumption reference point has potentially a substantial impact on the nature of the transitional 

dynamics.  Thus, the introduction of an external forward-looking consumption reference leads to an 

equilibrium macrodynamic system characterized by a one-dimensional stable locus.  This compares 

with the more familiar backward-looking external consumption reference case, where the transitional 
                                                 

4 In terms of the terminology introduced by Kőszegi and Rabin (2006), the reference point is chosen as an endogenously 
determined expectation, rather than as the status quo. 
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adjustment is two dimensional.  This difference arises because the anticipated reference stock can 

jump on impact in response to new information as it is received, whereas the habit reference is 

constrained to adjust gradually over time. Moreover, if expectations about future consumption 

decrease the marginal utility of current consumption, the introduction of an external reference 

consumption point reduces the incentive to accumulate capital and consequently decreases the rate 

of convergence. 

If labor is supplied elastically, both external and internal consumption reference points will 

generally have real productive effects.  In the external case the effect operates via its impact on the 

marginal rate of substitution between consumption and labor, in which case it has no effect if 

preferences are represented by the widely employed constant elasticity utility function.  In contrast, 

for this utility function an internally generated consumption reference which enhances utility has a 

positive effect on the long-run level of employment, capital, output and consumption.  This occurs 

whether the reference point is forward-looking or backward-looking.  In addition, the long-run effect 

of an increase in the weight on near-future consumption in the anticipated future consumption 

reference level is contractionary, thus, contrasting with the habit-based consumption reference level, 

which is expansionary. 

Finally, the numerical simulations illustrate how introducing an internal reference 

consumption level, has markedly different effects on the transitional dynamics, depending upon 

whether it is forward-looking or backward-looking.  These differences apply not only to what 

happens on impact, but also to the nature of the entire subsequent transitional path.  

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows.  Following this introduction we discuss 

some of the issues pertaining to the specification of a forward-looking benchmark versus a 

backward-looking benchmark in more detail.  Section 3 sets out the equilibrium for the external 

index, while Section 4 does so for the internal case.  Numerical calibrations and simulations are 

conducted and discussed in Section 5.  Section 6 briefly discusses some of the long-run 

consequences of endogenizing labor supply, while Section 7 concludes.  Since the details of the 

backward-looking reference are well known, there is no need to develop that case in detail.  Instead, 
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we simply summarize the corresponding equilibrium, for convenience, in the Appendix.  

2. Utility and backward-looking versus forward-looking reference consumption levels 

 The conventional assumption that an agent’s welfare depends on only his own current 

consumption, C say, independent of others, has long been criticized; see e.g. Veblen (1899), and 

Duesenberry (1949).  The initial approach to countering this objection was to modify the usual 

welfare integral to 

    
0

( , ) tU C R e dt        (1a) 

where R denotes the consumption level of some reference group.  In the earliest developments this 

was taken to be the contemporaneous consumption level of some peer group – possibly the entire 

economy – which the individual is too small to influence.  In this case, R operates as a pure 

consumption externality that may be either positive or negative, depending upon how the reference 

group impacts upon the individual’s well-being.  If 0RU   a ceteris paribus increase in the 

consumption level of the reference group reduces the agent’s utility due to jealousy, while if 0RU   

the individual is altruistic and his utility increases with the general consumption level; see Dupor and 

Liu (2003).  If R  raises the marginal utility of consumption, this characterizes “keeping up with the 

Joneses” and has generated a voluminous literature; see e.g. Abel (1990), Gali (1994).5 

 This formulation maintains the property that utility is “time-separable”, meaning that the 

agent’s well-being at time t, say, depends only upon what is occurring at that same instant.  An 

alternative approach is to assume that the consumption reference level involves consumption at other 

points of time, thereby rendering the utility function to be “time-nonseparable”.  The existing 

solutions are associated with backward-looking measures of reference consumption levels; that is, 

the reference consumption level depends upon the time path of past consumption levels.  In this 

approach, the reference point may be constructed from the past consumption levels (rather than the 

                                                 
5 Dupor and Liu (2003) also identify what they call “running away from the Jones” as the case where an increase in the R 
reduces the marginal utility of consumption. 
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present) of the external reference group, or alternatively it may be based on the agent’s own past 

consumption levels.  In the former case it is said to be “externally generated” and the agent described 

as being “outward-looking”, while in the latter case it is “internally generated” and the agent 

characterized as being “inward-looking”; see e.g. Carroll, Overland, and Weil (1997, 2000), 

Alvarez-Cuadrado, Monteiro, and Turnovsky (2004), Alonso-Carrera, Caballé, and Raurich. (2005), 

among others.   

As noted, this backward-looking specification was first introduced by Ryder and Heal 

(1973), where intertemporal utility was specified to be of the form: 

    
0

, tU C H e dt     0, 0C HU U    (2a) 

and 

   ( )( ) ( )
t tH t C e d    


        (2b) 

so that the consumption habit level at time t, denoted by ( )H t , is an exponentially declining 

weighted average of past consumption.6  Differentiating (2b) with respect to time yields 

      ( ) ( ) ( )H t C t H t    0      (2c) 

One critical assumption introduced by Ryder and Heal, and prevalent throughout the 

subsequent literature, is that an increase in the consumption habit, with current consumption 

unchanged, will reduce the agent’s utility, 0HU  .  For the widely adopted constant elasticity utility 

function,   1U CH
  , this implies that habits, serving as a reference, and current 

consumption are Edgeworth complements in the sense that 0CHU  , if and only if the intertemporal 

elasticity of substitution, 1(1 ) 1   , as empirical evidence overwhelmingly suggests.7  However, 

drawing on the comprehensive empirical study of Houthakker and Taylor (1966) and Taylor and 

                                                 
6 The parameter   characterizes the weight given to past consumption levels; the smaller  , the slower the weight 
declines over time. 
7 Two consumption goods, X and Y, are said to be Edgeworth complements if their cross derivative U

XY
( X ,Y )  0 ; they 

are Edgeworth substitutes if ( , ) 0XYU X Y  .   
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Houthakker (2010), to the extent that the consumption good is durable, one can interpret H as the 

(depreciated) accumulation of past consumption flows, in which case it is plausible for 0HU  .  

Indeed, a characteristic of any durable good, such as an automobile, is that it will provide benefits 

extending over multiple time periods, not just during the period in which it was purchased.8  As a 

result, the stock of past consumption, H, reduces the marginal utility of current consumption, in 

which case durability and current consumption are Edgeworth substitutes, 0CHU  .  The stock of 

past consumption, H, can thus be interpreted as reflecting both a negative “reference effect” and a 

positive “durability effect”, with the overall signs of ,H CHU U  depending upon which is dominant . 

While Ryder and Heal interpreted H in terms of internally generated habits, they also 

acknowledged that it may represent the evolution of external habits.  More recently, Carroll et al. 

(1997) and Alvarez-Cuadrado et al. (2004) consider both formulations in their analysis of growth 

and find that they generate very similar dynamic time paths for the aggregate variables.  In this 

context, 0HU   is often referred to as “catching up to the Joneses”, while 0HU   can be interpreted 

as characterizing altruism.9   

But with agents being forward-looking, particularly with respect to their consumption 

decisions, there is no reason why the reference level should be based on only past consumption 

levels.  Indeed, it is just as natural for it to be forward-looking (or perhaps combine elements of 

both).10  That is, we assume that utility is of the form 

 
0

, tU C A e dt        (3a) 

where the reference level, R, is now articulated in terms of future consumption anticipations, A, so 

that welfare at each instant depends upon current consumption and anticipated future consumption.  

                                                 
8 In their empirical study Houthakker and Taylor draw the distinction between durable consumption and habits, 
depending on the sign of the consumption stock in the regression of the consumption flow equation.  The sign of this 
coefficient will in turn depend upon the sign of the cross derivative CHU  in the underlying utility function.  The 

distinction between habits and durability is emphasized in the context of exchange rate policy by Mansoorian (1998). 
9 One can also interpret the “internal habits” case as representing the preferences of a central planner who internalizes the 
externalities of the agents, whether they be positive or negative; see Turnovsky and Monteiro (2007). 
10 In principle one could postulate R to be a function of both past and expected future consumptions.  For expositional 
purposes, we prefer to  treat them separately. 
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As for the conventional backward-looking habits case, the forward-looking anticipated 

consumption reference point, A , may be externally or internally generated.  In the former case, the 

individual’s well-being depends upon society’s expected future consumption profile, whereas in the 

latter case it depends upon his own personal expected future consumption. 

 Despite the formal symmetry between backward-looking and forward-looking consumption 

benchmarks, there are several important differences that need to be considered.  First, in the 

backward-looking case, since (.)H  as defined in (2c) is based on past observed consumption levels, 

it is clearly known and well-defined for any arbitrary value of  .  In contrast, the reference point A  

being based on expectations is unrealized and is inherently uncertain.  To preserve comparability 

with the more familiar backward-looking benchmark we shall specify the anticipation-based 

reference consumption benchmark at time t, by 

   ( )( ) ( ) s t

t
A t C s e ds

          (3b) 

the time derivative of which implies 

    ( ) ( ) ( )A t A t C t         (3c) 

In adopting the specification (3b), with its known weights assumed to decline exponentially into the 

future, we are clearly abstracting from uncertainty involving anticipated future consumption.  A 

second important difference is that whereas the past cannot be altered, so that its effect on the 

present is determined by past decisions, anticipations can potentially be influenced by the present.  

This is a potential source of time inconsistency, from which we shall also abstract by assuming that 

agents are committed to their initial decisions. 

A further issue is that with ( )A t , as defined in (3b) being forward-looking, to be viable it 

must be consistent with the agent’s (or economy’s) intertemporal budget constraint from time t on.  

It makes no sense for an agent’s anticipated future consumption index to be unattainable in the sense 
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of being incompatible with the relevant resource constraints.11  

Letting ( )w s  and ( )r s  denote the wage rate and interest rate at time s, L  denote the labor 

supply, which we take to be fixed inelastically, and ( )K t  be the agent’s capital stock at time t, the 

intertemporal budget constraint at time t is 

  
( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( )
s s

t t
r d r d

t t
C s e ds K t w s Le ds

             (4) 

Anticipated future consumption must be consistent with this constraint for all t.  This means that 

 
( ) ( )( )( )

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
s s

t t
r d r ds t

t t t

A t
C s e ds C s e ds K t w s Le ds

   


             

and in particular 

 0 0
( ) ( )

00 0 0

(0)
( ) ( ) ( )

s s
r d r dsA

C s e ds C s e ds K w s Le ds
   


             (5) 

This equation emphasizes how the expected lifetime resources of the economy agent constrain its 

rational anticipations of future consumption.  For these consumption expectations to be consistently 

viable we must have for all s,t 

  
( )( )

s

t
r ds te e
      

which in the limit, as s   and ( )r s   [as will be shown below], reduces to   , the agent’s 

rate of time preference.  If   , after some point, the present value of the agent’s anticipated 

consumption exceeds his resources and is unrealizable.12  If   , the agent’s anticipations are 

constrained by his current wealth, plus future labor income.  To the extent that the latter is 

determined by the time path of current capital, the utility function is of the form ( , )U C K  and is 

equivalent to the form of utility function proposed by Kurz (1968) and pursued further in the “spirit 

of capitalism” literature discussed more recently by Zou (1999) and others.  In this regard, we may 

                                                 
11 If ( )A t  were incompatible with the intertemporal budget constraint, at some point the agent will not realize his 

expectations and will suffer an unexpected loss of consumption which will need to be taken into account. 
12 Faria and McAdam characterize the condition    as a stability condition. 
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note that Kuznitz, Kandel, and Fos (2008) assume ( )r t r    and abstract from labor income.  In 

that case the intertemporal budget constraint reduces to 0(0)A K , thereby imposing an initial 

condition on (0).A  

 Hence, we shall focus on the case where   , in which case the anticipations stock is 

unconstrained by the agent’s intertemporal resources.  Constraining    allows us to focus on the 

interaction of anticipations for the relatively near future with current consumption, arguably the most 

relevant comparison. 

 In other respects, the forward-looking internal consumption index, A, parallels the backward-

looking index, H, in that it embodies two effects.  The first is the negative reference effect, 0AU  , 

which for the constant elasticity utility function has the property that anticipations are 

complementary with current consumption, 0CAU  .13  The only difference from before is in how the 

reference consumption index is defined (whether in terms of past, or expected future, consumption 

levels).  The second is the “anticipations effect” which, since A pertains to aggregate consumption 

that yields positive utility, it is plausible to assume is positive, 0AU  , with current consumption 

and anticipations being Edgeworth substitutes, 0CAU  .14  As for CHU , the overall sign of CAU  

depends upon which effect dominates.   

When the reference consumption index, A, is external, 0 ( 0)A AU U   is the analogue to 

0 ( 0)H HU U   in the conventional backward-looking habit case.  In either case if the external 

reference consumption level increases, while the agent’s current consumption level remains 

unchanged, the effect on utility is qualitatively the same; the only difference is in the construction of 

the reference consumption level.   

                                                 
13 This assumption was also suggested by Elster and Loewenstein (1992, p.225) who argued that “when the future is 
expected to be superior to the present, the comparison leads to a denigration of the present.”  Kőszegi and Rabin (2006, 
2007) adopt a utility function of the form ( , ) ( ) ( ), 0, ( ) 0U C A V C C A C A          , which implies 

0, sgn( ) sgn( )A ACU U C A     , the latter introducing an asymmetry into the utility gains/losses associated with 

the deviations in actual consumption from the reference level. 
14 The possibility that the anticipation of a specific unpleasant consumption event (such as a planned visit to the dentist) 
affecting today’s utility adversely, is unlikely to apply to aggregate consumption.  We may also note 0AU   in the 

internal reference case may be viewed as characterizing a central planner who internalizes the fact that the representative 
agent is jealous toward anticipated increases in the external consumption reference level. 
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3. Macroeconomic equilibrium with a forward-looking external consumption reference 

We shall assume that the economy comprises a large number of identical agents, each of 

whom supplies labor inelastically.  The representative agent chooses consumption and the rate of 

capital accumulation to:  

0
Maximize ( , ) tU C A e dt        (6a) 

subject to 

    ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )K t r t K t w t L C t       (6b) 

Anticipations are generated externally by 

     ( ) ( ) ( )A t A t C t        (6c) 

where ( )C t  denotes the average economy-wide consumption, which together with ( )A t  are taken as 

given by the agent.  We assume that the agent derives positive, but diminishing, marginal utility 

from his own consumption, 0, 0C CCU U  .  An increase in the external reference consumption 

level will raise or lower the agent’s welfare depending upon whether he is altruistic or jealous. 

 The agent’s optimality conditions are standard 

    ( , )CU C A         (7a) 

    ( )r t



 


       (7b) 

where ( )t  denotes the agent’s marginal utility of wealth.  Solving (7a) yields 

    ( , )C C A        (7a’) 

from which we see that  

    1 0;CC A AC CCC U C U U      
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In particular, an increase in the (anticipated) reference consumption level will raise the agent’s 

current consumption if and only if A and C are “Edgeworth complementary”.  

 Firms produce output using a standard neoclassical production function, ( , )F K L , paying 

labor and capital their respective marginal products, net of depreciation,  , in the latter case 

   ( , )Lw F K L   ( , )Kr F K L       (8) 

Thus, combining the household, the production side, and the evolution of anticipated future 

consumption, and assuming that in equilibrium ( ) ( )C t C t , the macrodynamic equilibrium is 

described by the set of equations 

   ( ) ( , ) ( , )K t F K L C A K         (9a) 

   ( ) ( , )Kt F K L       
       (9b) 

    ( ) ( ) ( )A t A t C t         (9c) 

In effect, this system is an augmented Ramsey model, in which the standard form is nested in the 

first two equations.  In order to be intertemporally viable 

   lim ( ) ( ) 0t

t
t K t e  


       (10) 

 The steady state of this system, obtained when  0K A    , is described by 

    ( , )KF K L          (11a) 

    ( , )C F K L K A          (11b) 

With inelastic labor supply, the steady-state equilibrium quantities of capital, output, and 

consumption are the same as in the conventional Ramsey model.  The capital stock is determined by 

the modified Golden-rule condition (11a), and given output net of depreciation, consumption is 

determined by the aggregate market-clearing condition (11b), which in turn determines equilibrium 

anticipations.  The consumption reference level – whether it be external or internal, backward-
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looking or forward-looking – has no long-run effects on equilibrium quantities.  However, through 

(7a) it does affect the long-run marginal utility of wealth, thereby influencing the rate of wealth 

accumulation and the transitional paths, in potentially profound ways.  This property, obtained under 

time-separable utility by Liu and Turnovsky (2005), extends to this more general set-up, and as in 

the earlier analysis, is a consequence of the inelastic labor supply.  If labor is supplied elastically, 

these externalities will also have permanent impacts on production and consumption, as we discuss 

in Section 6.15   

 To analyze the local dynamics along the transitional path, we linearize (9) around (11) to 

obtain: 

  

( ) ( )

( ) 0 0 ( )

( ) 0 (1 ) ( )

K A

KK

A

K t F C C K t K

t F t

A t C C A t A






   

 

       
          

          

 
  
 

    (12) 

In the Appendix we show that this system has one stable eigenvalue, 1 0  , and two unstable 

eigenvalues, 2 30, 0   .  Imposing the transversality condition, (10), we see that starting from a 

given initial capital stock, 0K , the stable local transitional path for capital and its shadow value are 

   1
0( ) tK t K K K e    

        (13a) 

   
1

( ) ( )KKF
t K t K

 


     
        (13b) 

which are of precisely the same general form as in the conventional Ramsey model.  The 

corresponding adjustment paths for consumption and anticipations are 

   1( ) ( ) ( )C t C K t K       
       (13c) 

   1
1 1

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( )

A t A C t C K t K
   

   
           

     (13d) 

                                                 
15 We should also note that in the presence of technological progress habits affect the steady state even if labor supply is 
inelastic; see Alvarez-Cuadrado et al (2004) and Wendner (2011). 
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From (13c) and (13d) we see that  

   1
1 1

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( )

A t C t K t
   

   
  

 
       (14) 

 Suppose that some structural change, such as an increase in productivity, generates a long-

run increase in capital stock, 0dK  .  From (13c) and (13d) we see that on impact 

   1 1

1

( )
(0) (0) 0

( )

v
dA dC dK

 
 

 
  


  

Thus, at any point of time during the transition, current consumption responds more rapidly than do 

current anticipations to the evolution of the capital stock.  This is because following a structural 

change, the level of anticipations immediately incorporates the expectations of the entire future 

consumption path, so that dA(0)  dC(0), thus requiring it to adjust less during the subsequent 

transition.  The slower  , the more forward looking are expectations and the slower its adjustment. 

 We also show in the Appendix that *
1( ) ( ) 0     , if and only if 0CAU  , where *  

denotes the stable eigenvalue in the basic Ramsey model.  This enables us to state the following: 

Proposition 1: The introduction of an external forward-looking consumption 

reference will decrease (increase) the rate of convergence (described by 1  

according to whether expectations of future consumption decrease (increase) the 

marginal utility of current consumption.  This in turn will imply that capital will be 

accumulated less (more) rapidly to make up the current shortfall in the capital stock 

and that current consumption will react slower (faster) to the accumulation of capital. 

The following intuition applies.  If 0CAU  , the forward-looking external consumption reference 

reduces the marginal utility of wealth at each instant of time, thereby reducing the incentive to 

accumulate capital, thus slowing down the transitional adjustment. 

 In our numerical simulations we shall compare the equilibrium dynamics corresponding to an 

external forward-looking consumption reference to the transition in the conventional case where the 
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reference is backward-looking.  As is well known from previous work, the stable manifold is two-

dimensional with the two sluggish variables, capital and habits serving as state variables.16  

Proposition 1 has one interesting implication for this comparison.  One of the criticisms of the basic 

Ramsey model is that it generates an implausibly rapid speed of convergence, often around 10% or 

more at annual rates.  Alvarez-Cuadrado et al. (2004) find that introducing backward-looking 

external habits having the property 0HCU  , consistent with habit formation, has the undesirable 

effect of increasing the rate of convergence, unless the habits evolve unrealistically slowly.  By 

contrast, introducing the corresponding forward-looking external habits ( 0ACU  ) reduces the speed 

of convergence, thereby bringing it in closer agreement to the empirical evidence. 

4. Macroeconomic equilibrium with forward-looking internal consumption reference 

We now turn to the case where the forward-looking consumption reference is inward-

looking, being based on the agent’s anticipations of his own future consumption levels.  In this case 

the agent’s optimization problem is to maximize (6a), subject to (6b) and (6c’)17 

      ( ) ( ) ( )A t A t C t       (6c’) 

so that the agent internalizes the evolution of anticipations.  The optimality conditions now become  

    ( , )CU C A          (15a) 

    ( )r t



 


       (15b) 

    
( , )AU C A  
 

  


     (15c) 

where   denotes the shadow value of anticipations.  As usual, the following transversality 

conditions at infinity must hold 

    lim 0t

t
Ke  


       (16a) 

                                                 
16 Since this case is familiar, we simply report the equilibrium dynamics in the Appendix.   
17 For notational convenience we omit the inelastically fixed labor supply, L  from the functions. 
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   lim 0t

t
Ae  


       (16b) 

But, in addition, since we are assuming that    so that anticipations are weighted relatively 

heavily to the near future, and therefore are not bound by the agent’s lifetime resources, the initial 

anticipations (0)A  can therefore be chosen as part of the overall optimization, though subject to the 

constraint (6c’).  This implies that their associated initial shadow value is (0) 0  ; see e.g. 

Hestenes (1966), Leonard and Long (1992), Kamien and Schwartz (1971).  That is, agents set their 

initial expectations so that their shadow value is zero.  

 The optimality conditions (15) have the following interpretation.  First, (15a) equates the 

marginal utility of current consumption to its cost, which now comprises two components.  The first 

is the usual shadow value of the current capital foregone.  But in addition, the shadow value of future 

anticipated consumption,  , must also be taken into account.  An increase in the latter shadow 

value of anticipations induces the agent to reduce current consumption thereby enabling him to 

prolong his enjoyment of anticipations.  This term incorporates the delay of current consumption in 

response to anticipations, emphasized by Loewenstein (1987).  Equation (15b) corresponds to (7b), 

while (15c) now is an arbitrage condition linking the rate of return on anticipations, given by the left 

hand side to that of current consumption, expressed in terms of units of anticipations.   

 Since this last equation is crucial, but less familiar, it is worth interpreting it using first 

principles.  Imagine an individual choosing to “invest” a unit of resources in anticipations at some 

arbitrary time t .  The cost of doing so equals the shadow value of anticipations at time t , namely 

( )t .  The benefits achieved at time t dt , comprise the utility benefits derived over the period 

( , )t t dt , ( )AU t dt , together with the value of the anticipations at time t dt .  These are given by 

(1 ) ( )dtdt e t dt   , which measures the enhanced quantity, discounted for the fact it is at dt time 

units later, and revalued at the price at that time.  Equating the costs and benefits yields 

  ( ) (1 ) ( ) ( )dt
AU t dt dt e t dt t          (17) 

Now using the fact that 1 ( )dte dt o dt     , ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )t dt t t dt o dt      , where ( )o dt  

denotes terms of order smaller than dt , we may expand (17) in the form 
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   ( ) ( ) [ ( )( ) ( )] ( ) ( )AU t dt t t t dt o dt t            

Subtracting ( )t  from both sides, dividing by dt , and using the property that  
0

lim ( ) 0
dt

o dt dt


 , 

yields (15c). 

 From equation (15a) we now obtain 

  ( , , )C C A    

where  
1

, 0, 0CA
A

CC CC CC

U
C C C

U U U 


       

The macroeconomic equilibrium is summarized by 

     ( ) ( ) , ,K t F K C A K         (18a) 

     ( )KF K           (18b) 

     ( , , )A A C A         (18c) 

     ( ) ( , , ),AU C A A            (18d) 

 The problem is somewhat unconventional, in that anticipations, although postulated to evolve 

in accordance with a differential equation, (6c), are not sluggish, in that their initial value, (0)A , can 

be freely chosen, with the consequence that it is its shadow value that becomes predetermined at 

(0) 0  .  Nevertheless, we still need to ensure that the transversality condition, (16b), is met.  To 

do this, we first solve (18c) and (18d), expressing the solutions in the form 

   
0

( ) (0) ( )
tt sA t e A C s e ds        

   ( ) ( )

0
( ) (0) ( )

tt s
At e U s e ds            

Applying the transversality condition and using the fact that (0) 0  , we find 
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    ( )

0 0
lim (0) ( ) ( ) 0

t ts s
A

t
A C s e ds U s e ds     



             

Since we are assuming   , this condition will be met if and only  

   
0

(0) ( ) sA C s e ds
    

consistent with the first equality in (5). 

Steady state, obtained when 0K A        , is described by 

    ( )F K C K         (19a) 

    ( )KF K          (19b) 

    A C          (19c) 

     ,CU C A             (19d) 

     ( ) , 0AU C A           (19e) 

and determine ( , , , , )K A C      .  The first three equations correspond to (11a) and (11b) for the 

external reference point case, while (19d) restates (15a).  The final equation implies that with   , 

if expected future consumption yields positive marginal utility its steady-state shadow value must be 

negative and vice versa.  This result is a reflection of a key assumption that we are making, namely 

that agents fully commit to their initial optimality conditions set at time 0t  .  With agents being 

free to choose initial expectations, this raises the potential issue of time inconsistency, in that if they 

were free to renege they would like to choose A  such that ( ) 0t   at each instant of time.  This 

expression for   represents the accumulated losses due to the fact that we are setting (0) 0   only 

at time zero and not re-optimizing thereafter, as agents would really like to do.  With   , starting 

from time zero they are accumulating anticipations at too fast a rate so that the only way the 

equilibrium arbitrage condition can hold is if the positive (negative) marginal utility of anticipations 

is assigned a negative (positive) value. 
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If we combine (19d) and (19e) from the steady-state conditions we get: 

   C AU U


 
 




       
(20) 

This equation asserts that in contrast to the conventional model (where CU  ) in equilibrium the 

shadow value of capital must equal the current marginal utility of consumption (the first term) plus 

the discounted marginal utility derived from anticipations (the second term).   

 Finally, we observe that the steady-state levels of capital, output, and consumption are 

unaffected by the presence of the consumption reference point, which will, however, affect the 

transitional dynamics.  Moreover, A will affect both the transition and steady state if labor supply is 

elastic; see Section 6 where we discuss the steady state. 

4.2 Transitional Dynamics  

 We now turn to the transitional dynamics and to do so we linearize (18) around the steady 

state: 

 
0 ( ) [ ]

0 0 0

0 (1 )

K A

AC AC AA AC A

KK

A

F C C CK K K
U C U C U U C

F

C C CA A A

 

 

 


   

  
  

       
                   
              

 

 
 
 

 (21) 

These depend upon the characteristic equation to (21), which we write in the compact form 

   4 3 2
2 3( ) 2 ( ) 0KK

CC

F
D v v v

U
                 (22) 

where the solutions, , 1,..., 4i i  , are the eigenvalues.  For notational convenience we let 

  2 2
2 (1 )[ (1 )] KK

A A
CC

F
C C C U

U                  

  3 (1 )[ (1 )] KK
A A

CC

F
C C C U

U                    
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 With both C, A being subject to the agent’s choice, to proceed it is convenient to impose 

further assumptions on U pertaining to A.  The first is that U is concave in both ,C A , implying18 

  
2

0AA CC AC
AA AC A

CC

U U U
U U U C

U


     

It is immediately apparent from (22) that the sum of the eigenvalues, 1 2 3 4 2 0         , 

while the product,  1 2 3 4 ( ) 0KK CCF U         , which implies that either all eigenvalues are 

positive, or that there are two positive and two negative.  Which of these two cases prevails can be 

determined by applying Descartes rule of signs to (22).19 

To have four positive eigenvalues, Descartes rule of sign would require four sign changes in 

the coefficients of the polynomial (22), and hence 2 30, 0   , or equivalently 2 0,   0  .  

But adding weak conditions, we can show 0  , thereby ruling out this sign pattern.  To see this, 

we may rewrite  

(1 )[ (1 )] KK
A A

CC

F
C C C U

U              
2

( ) KK
CC CA CA AA

CC CC CC

F
U U U U

U U U

         

Weak (sufficient) conditions to ensure 0   are 

 0CC CAU U  , 0AA CAU U   (diminishing marginal utilities dominate cross effects) 

in which case (22) involves only two sign changes and therefore implies two positive and two 

negative eigenvalues.20   

We still must check that the transversality conditions, (16), are met.  This will be so if and 

only 2 iv  , which clearly holds for the two negative roots, while by examining (22) we can show 

that it is violated for the two positive roots.21  With two stable eigenvalues, the intertemporally 

                                                 
18 We should note that Alonso-Carrera et al (2005) have identified problems associated with concavity in models of habit 
formation.  The restrictions we are proposing are sufficient for a well-behaved saddlepoint solution.  They are not 
necessary and indeed a well defined equilibrium dynamic path can be obtained under weaker conditions.  
19 Descartes rule of signs states that number of positive roots to the equation 1 2

1 2 1... 0n n n
n nx a x a x a x a 
       

equals the number of sign changes between the successive coefficients.  
20 These conditions are met by our simulations.  They are also met by the assumption of diminishing sensitivity imposed 
by Kőszegi and Rabin (2006, 2007).   
21 With regard to the two positive roots, we can determine whether this is met by considering   D( ), D ( ) .  Evaluating 
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viable formal solution for the local dynamics is of the form
 

   1 2
1 2( ) t tK t K B e B e          (23a) 

   1 2
1 21 2 22( ) t tt B e B e            (23b) 

   1 2
1 31 2 32( ) t tt B e B e             (23c) 

   1 2
1 41 2 42( ) t tA t A B e B e          (23d) 

where 1 2,B B  are arbitrary, 0(0) , (0) 0K K   , and the vector 2 3 4(1, , , ),i i i   1,2i   is the 

normalized eigenvector associated with the stable eigenvalue i .  That is 2 3 4(1, , , )i i i    satisfies 

  2

3

4

1

0 ( ) [ ]
0

0 0

0 (1 )

i A

AC i AC AA AC A i

KK i i

A i i

C C C

U C U C U U C

F

C C C

 

 

 

 
   

 
    

     
             
         

 (24) 

The constants 1 2,B B  are obtained by imposing the initial conditions K(0)  K0, (0)  0 

   2 0B B K K     

   21 1 22 2B B       

and will depend upon the shock. 

Finally, the traditional backward-looking solution corresponding to habits is reported in the 

Appendix.  There it is seen that the characteristic equation is of exactly the same form as (22), except 

now 0    .  This is shown to have two stable and two unstable roots, yielding a saddlepoint, 

with ,K H  being conventional state variables.  With labor supply being inelastic, the steady-state 

solutions for capital, output, and consumption are as in (19) enabling us to state: 

                                                                                                                                                                   
these expressions, we obtain   D( )  F

KK
U

CC  (   )  0  , ( ) 0D      , which implies that both positive roots 

i  , violating the transversality conditions. 
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Proposition 2:  With inelastic labor supply, steady-state consumption and output is 

identical to that of conventional Ramsey model.  It is independent of any 

consumption reference point, either based on past habits or future anticipations. 

5. Numerical Simulations 

5.1 Calibration 

 To obtain further insights into the role of anticipated future consumption and the contrasting 

role of the two specifications of the reference consumption levels on the transitional dynamics we 

must proceed numerically.  To do so, we adopt specific production and utility functions, and for this 

purpose we assume a Cobb-Douglas function for production and a constant elasticity utility function 

for preferences 

     1Y K L         (25a) 

      11

1
U CR









     (25b) 

where in (25b)   parameterizes the impact of the reference consumption level, while1   is the 

intertemporal elasticity of substitution.22   

 To derive the transitional dynamics we need to further specify parameter values we employ 

in the simulations.  These are summarized in Table 1.A and are mostly standard and non-

controversial.  In this respect 0.65  , implying a labor share of income of 65%, rate of time 

preference 0.04  , intertemporal elasticity of substitution 1 0.4  , and depreciation rate of 

0.075  , are well documented, while being a neoclassical model, the normalization of the 

productivity level 1   is unimportant. 

 The critical parameters relate to  , the impact of the reference stock, R , and ( )   the 

speed with which it adjusted.  We consider two benchmarks, 0.5   (R impacts utility positively), 

                                                 
22 In our numerical work we have generalized both functions to the CES form, but it turns out that our numerical results 
are robust with respect to plausible ranges of the (intratemporal) elasticity of substitution and hence we restrict ourselves 
to these simpler forms. 
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and 0.5    (R impacts utility negatively).  For 2.5 1    these parameters also imply that 

0, 0RC RCU U  , respectively.  To preserve comparability between the forward-looking and 

backward-looking reference stock, we maintain the same value for the two cases ,R A H .  In terms 

of the two effects that we identified earlier,   0.5 implies that the anticipations effect dominates in 

the case R  A , while the durability effect dominates if R  H .  In contrast, if   0.5  the 

reference effect dominates in both cases.  Also to preserve comparability we assume the same speed 

of adjustment for these two cases and thus set 0.2, 0.2   .  These benchmark values correspond 

to those of Carroll et al (1997) and Alvarez-Cuadrado et al (2004).   

 The first line in Table 2 summarizes the base equilibrium values of consumption and capital 

corresponding to the benchmark parameters.  These can be shown to imply an initial output-capital 

ratio of 0.30 and a consumption-output ratio of 0.783.  Starting from this initial equilibrium, we 

compare the dynamic adjustment following a 20% increase in productivity as represented by an 

increase in   from 1 to 1.2.  It can be immediately shown that with labor supply fixed, in all cases it 

leads to long-run proportional increases in capital and consumption of around 32%.   However, the 

transitional paths whereby these common long-run adjustments are reached contrast sharply, 

particularly in the case where the reference point is generated internally. 

5.2 Transitional dynamics with externally generated reference point 

 As a benchmark, we begin with the conventional Ramsey model, illustrated by the solid line.  

In that case the immediate effect of an increase in productivity   is to raise the return to capital, 

thereby inducing an increase in capital accumulation, so that (0)K  increases to 0.129, implying an 

initial growth rate of capital of 2.02%.  At the same time, it increases the time path of expected 

future output, which in effect raises wealth, inducing an immediate increase in consumption from its 

initial steady-state level of 1.498 to 1.751, or a 16.9% increase.  Thereafter, the ongoing 

accumulation of the capital stock causes consumption to continue to increase and both capital and 

consumption increase monotonically to their respective new higher steady-state levels of 8.438 and 

1.983, as illustrated in both Figs. 1 and 2. 
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 Now, suppose that the agent’s utility is positively affected by the anticipation of economy-

wide future consumption ( 0.5)  .  The dynamics are illustrated by the short-dashed lines in the left 

hand panel.  With consumption increasing monotonically over time, the initial response of future 

consumption anticipations, (0)A , being the discounted sum of all expected future consumption 

levels, is to increase by more than does (0)C , namely to 1.829 (22.1%), as compared to 1.787, for 

the latter.  At the same time 0.5 0    implies 0CAU  , and the anticipations reduce the marginal 

utility of consumption and therefore the marginal utility of wealth.  This reduces the incentive to 

accumulate capital and as a result the initial increase in the rate of capital accumulation, (0)K , is 

reduced from 0.129 to 0.113, or 1.77%.  In order for product market equilibrium to be maintained 

this requires an offsetting increase in the initial rate of consumption and (0)C  increases from 1.751 

(in the Ramsey economy) to 1.787.  During the subsequent transition, consumption, anticipations, 

and capital all converge at the same common rate, though slower than in the Ramsey economy.  

 Suppose now agents’ utility is positively affected by economy-wide past consumption habits.  

The dynamics are illustrated by the long-dashed line in the left hand panel.  The main difference is 

that with habits being backward-looking, they evolve gradually from their initial steady-state level, 

as illustrated in the lowest panel.  As a result, being predetermined at time 0, even though 

0.5 0    implies 0CHU  , habits do not have the adverse initial impact on consumption, that 

anticipations have and therefore on impact consumption increases even more to 1.824, while the rate 

of capital accumulation is reduced further to 0.056, implying a growth rate of 0.88%.  However, as 

habits start to increase following the increase in initial consumption, the marginal utility of 

consumption declines and there is a slight decline in current consumption, which is offset by an 

increase in the rate of capital accumulation.  

 The right hand panels of Fig. 1 illustrates the case 0.5   , so that the external consumption 

reference has an adverse effect on utility, but a positive impact on the marginal utility of current 

consumption.  In this case, which corresponds to the conventional assumption in the “habits 

literature”, the relative short-run responses of consumption and capital accumulation under the three 

alternative scenarios are reversed  
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Further insight into the different initial responses can be obtained by focusing on the initial 

effect of the productivity increase on the short-run market clearing conditions in the three cases: 

 0(0) ( ) (0)RA RA RAdK F K d C d         (26a) 

 0(0) ( ) (0) (0)A A A
AdK F K d C d C dA         (26b) 

 0(0) ( ) (0)H H HdK F K d C d         (26c) 

where the superscripts “RA”, “A”, “H” denote “Ramsey”, “anticipations”, and “habits” respectively.  

The positive productivity effects are common in all cases, while the initial changes in the marginal 

utility of wealth, (0)d  are approximately equal (although the levels in the Ramsey model are 

different).  The differences are due to (i) differences in the effect of the marginal utility of wealth on 

consumption in the Ramsey model from the corresponding effects in the two reference models 

(which are approximately equal), and (ii) the fact that anticipations being free to respond 

instantaneously have an immediate effect on consumption and therefore on capital accumulation. 

5.3 Transitional dynamics with internally generated reference point 

 Fig. 2 illustrates the case where the consumption reference point is internally generated.  We 

again include the conventional Ramsey model as a benchmark.  As noted, the difference between the 

internally generated and externally generated reference point is that the agent now takes full account 

of the shadow value of the reference consumption level, given by (18d) or (A.9d), depending upon 

whether it is forward-looking or backward-looking.  Comparing the dynamic paths corresponding to 

habits in Figs 1 and 2, they can be seen to track one another pretty closely.  This confirms the 

findings of Carroll et al (1997) and Alvarez-Cuadrado et al (2004) who also found this to be the 

case.  

 On the other hand, the dynamic paths followed when the internal consumption reference 

point is based on anticipations contrasts sharply with those obtained when the reference point is 
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derived externally.  The reason for this is the initial jump in the shadow value, which the inward-

looking agent takes fully into account.   

 Consider first the case 0.5   illustrated in the left hand panel of Fig. 2, we see that the 

initial steady state implies an initial equilibrium shadow value of anticipations of 0.84   .  This 

corresponds to the most plausible case where the agent derives positive current utility from his own 

anticipated future consumption.  With 1   this also implies that 0CAU  , so that anticipations of 

future his future consumption reduce the utility of current consumption; anticipated future and 

current consumption are therefore Edgeworth substitutes. 

As discussed in Section 4.2, the immediate response following the increase in productivity is 

for (0) 0A  , or in other words (0) 0.84Ad  .  The consequences for the initial rate of capital 

accumulation can be seen by taking the differential of the product market equilibrium relationship 

 0(0) ( ) (0) (0) (0)A A A A A
AdK F K d C d C dA C d           (26b’) 

With 1( ) 0A A
CCC C U      , (26b’) implies that the sharp increase in (0)  reduces consumption 

and increases the rate of capital accumulation.  Indeed the sharp increase (0) 0.84Ad   dominates 

all other effects, and on impact consumption declines by 5.6% from 1.498 to 1.414 and 

correspondingly the initial increase in (0)K  to 0.466 is equivalent to a growth rate of 7.22%, which 

exceeds the initial growth rate in the Ramsey economy.  Compared to the latter, the fact anticipations 

yield positive utility provides an incentive for agents to reduce their current consumption in favor of 

future consumption and prolong the period over which they can enjoy the anticipations.  Over time, 

as capital is accumulated, the agent’s current consumption increases, the utility of anticipations 

declines, as does its shadow value, and eventually A  converges to -0.34. 

 The right hand panels of Fig 2 assume 0.5   , in which case 0, 0A ACU U  .  In this case 

the negative reference effect dominates the positive anticipations effect and overall agents get 

disutility from the process of anticipating their own future consumption.  This is quite distinct from 

any discounting for the future.  Because anticipations yield negative utility, the agent seeks to reduce 

these by increasing current consumption dramatically.  This not only reduces the resources available 
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for future consumption, which can therefore be anticipated, but it also reduces the amount of 

resources available for investment, which therefore declines.  Over time, as the effects of the higher 

productivity are accumulated, and the adverse effects of anticipations decline, the reductions in 

capital and consumption are arrested and they begin to increase toward their new higher equilibrium 

levels.  In this case the non-monotonic time path characterizing the transitional dynamics of the 

anticipations model suggests a sharp contrast with the monotonic adjustment followed by the habits 

model. 

5.4  Expectations vs. habits 

 As a matter of practice, the standard habits model treats consumption as non-durable so that 

the negative reference effect dominates.  Likewise, the pure anticipations model does not consider 

future anticipations as providing any kind of benchmark, in which case the anticipations effect 

prevails.  Thus it also of interest to contrast the two models by comparing   0.5  in the former 

case with   0.5 in the latter, thereby normalizing their respective intensities in the two cases.  This 

can be seen by comparing the short dashed line in the left hand panel with the long dashed line in the 

right hand panel of Fig. 2.  In this case, both approaches imply monotonic adjustments, although 

with substantially different speeds of adjustment.  Consistent with the previous result obtained by 

Alvarez-Cuadrado et al. (2004), for these benchmark parameters the habits model implies an overly 

rapid speed of convergence of almost 10% per annum, faster than the basic Ramsey model of 6.3%.  

In contrast, the anticipations model reduces the asymptotic speed of convergence to just 5%, which 

is more in line with the empirical evidence.  In this respect, introducing consumption reference as a 

forward-looking variable performs more satisfactorily than does the habits model.  

5.5 Sensitivity Analysis 

We should point out that the purpose of our numerical simulations is primarily to illustrate 

plausible transitional, rather than to replicate a specific economy at some given point in time.  In this 

regard, while the parameters relating to the basic Ramsey model are well established, information on 
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the parameters pertaining to the reference consumption stock is sparse. For this reason we have 

undertaken extensive sensitivity analysis with respect to , ,   .  

The overall conclusion is that our results are generally robust with respect to plausible parameter 

changes, and because the “Backward-looking” case has been extensively analyzed in Alvarez-

Cuadrado et al (2004), here we report only the main results regarding the impact on the eigenvalues 

and the transitional dynamics for the “Forward-looking” case23. In addition, we present only the 

results for the case 0  , with all the results being reversed if 0  .  

Starting with the eigenvalues, we can say that in general, the relation between   and the speed 

of convergence of the real variables is nonmonotonic, with the asymptotic speed of convergence of 

the overall system increasing with  for low values of  , and decreasing with  for high values 

of  . Our simulations suggest that if 0   which corresponds to the conventional assumption in the 

“habits literature”, the economy with external consumption reference converges slower than the one 

with internal consumption reference24.   

Looking at the transitional dynamics, our simulation show that the effect of increasing either the 

speed of adjustment in the reference stock,  , or the weight of the reference stock on utility , , has 

the same effect on the immediate response of key variables. Comparing the impact of those 

parameters on the inward–looking and the outward–looking case, our simulations show the effects 

are exactly the opposite; thus contrasting with what happens in the “Backward-Looking” case, where 

the effect is the same for both cases. Intuitively the difference in the “Forward-Looking” case is 

because the initial jump in the shadow value of anticipation is fully taken into account by the 

inward-looking agent.  

When the agent is inward-looking an increase in either  or  , increases both  the initial rate of 

consumption  0C  and  0A . The initial increase in the response of  0C , reduces the incentive to 

accumulate capital, thus reducing (i.e. making it more negative) the initial response in the rate of 

capital accumulation. The main difference between the effect of both parameters is the transitional 
                                                 

23 Further detail is available on request from the authors. 
24 It is worth noticing that these results are contrary to what happens in the “Backward-Looking” case, where the 
economy with outward looking agents converges faster than the one having inward-looking agents. See section 5.4 for an 
explanation why this happens. 
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dynamics, because an increase in the weight of the reference stock on utility,  , prolongs the 

duration  of the shock, i.e. longer transition, whereas an increase in the speed of adjustment in the 

reference stock,  reduces the duration of the transition because of the faster adjustment of 

consumption. When the agent is outward–looking the initial jump in the shadow value of 

anticipation is not internalized, and thus the effects are reversed. 

6. Elastic labor supply 

Thus far we have followed much of the growth literature, and more specifically the “habit 

formation” literature, and assumed that labor is supplied inelastically.  A consequence of this is the 

steady-state levels of real activity (capital, output, and consumption) are all independent of the 

reference consumption level, whether it be determined from past consumption, anticipated future 

consumption, externally, or internally.  In all cases, its only impact is on the transition, a finding 

that is consistent with Liu and Turnovsky’s (2005) analysis of “keeping up with the Joneses”.   

In this section we briefly discuss the long-run consequences of endogenizing labor supply.  

The critical differences are (i) that the instantaneous utility function is now modified to  , ,U C R L , 

where ,R A H , and (ii) the optimality condition with respect to labor supply satisfies the standard 

optimality condition ( , , ) ( , )L LU C R L F K L  .  Whether the consumption reference is formed 

from the past or the anticipated future, in steady state, R A H C      and the steady state always 

includes the following three relationships:  

    ( , )F K L C K          (25a) 

    ( , )KF K L           (25b) 

    ( , , ) ( , )L LU C C L F K L           (25c) 

Equations (25a) and (25b), together with the homogeneity of the production function, imply that the 

ratios , ,K L Y L C L      are independent of any characteristics of the consumption-reference level.   

In the case that R is determined externally, the following additional condition must hold: 
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     , ,CU C C L          (25d) 

Combining (25c) and (25d) in that case yields 

   
( , , )

( , )
( , , )

L
L

C

U C C L
F K L

U C C L
 

   
         (26) 

and together (25a), (25b) and (26) determine the steady-state values of , ,K L C  .  With the left hand 

side of (26) being independent of R, we immediately see that a necessary and sufficient condition for 

an external reference to have no effect on real activity is that it has no effect on the marginal rate of 

substitution between consumption and leisure. 

 In the case where R is determined internally, in addition to (25a) – (25c) one the following 

two pairs of conditions must hold, depending upon whether R is forward- or backward-looking: 

(i) Forward-looking 

     , ,CU C C L             (25d’) 

     ( ) , , 0AU C C L            (25e’) 

(i) Backward-looking 

     , ,CU C C L             (25d”) 

     ( ) , , 0HU C C L            (25e”) 

Combining these two equations with (25c) yields the following 

Forward-looking 
( , , )

( , )

( , , ) ( , , )

L
L

C A

U C C L
F K L

U C C L U C C L


 

 
 

  

   
    

   (26’) 

Backward-looking 



F
L
( K , L)  

U L( C, C, L)

U
C

( C, C, L)


  
U

H
( C, C, L)











 (26”) 
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From (26’) and (26”) it is clear that, except in polar cases, an internally generated consumption 

reference point will indeed affect long-run real activity when labor is supplied elastically. 

 To obtain further insight, we shall consider the widely adopted constant elasticity utility 

function 

    
1

(1 ) ; ,U C R L R A H  


       (27) 

which when applied to (26) immediately implies that the external reference has no long-run effect on 

real activity. 

 Applying (27) to (26’) and (26”) we can express these relationships in the form 

  
(1 )

1
L

C L

F L L

 
 

 
   

 
 

       
(28a) 

  
(1 )

1
L

C L

F L L

 
 

 
   

 
 

       
(28b) 

Given the constancy of C L  , we obtain 

  
1 (1 )

(1 ) [ (1 ) ]( ) (1 )

dL
d d

L L

   
       


  

     


 

   
(29a) 

  
1 (1 )

(1 ) [ (1 ) ]( ) (1 )

dL
d d

L L

   
       


 

     


 

   
(29b) 

From equations (26), (29a) and (29b) we can establish the following proposition, where for 

convenience we assume that 0  , so that the reference consumption level yields positive utility.   

Proposition 3:  Assume that preferences are described by the conventional constant 

elasticity utility function (27).  Then:  

(i) An external consumption reference point has no effect on real activity.  

(ii) Increasing the importance of the internally formed reference consumption 

level – whether backward-looking or forward-looking – increases long-run 

employment, and thus, capital, output, and consumption.   
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(iii)  The long-run effect of an increase in  , the weight on near-future consumption 

in the anticipated future consumption reference level is contractionary. 

(iv)  The long-run effect of an increase in  , the weight on the immediate past 

consumption in the habit-base consumption reference level is expansionary. 

The contrast between (iii) and (iv) arises because of the constraint    and that with 

looking-forward reference point the long-run shadow value of anticipations, 0   is 

negative.  The intuition underlying (ii) is similar to that discussed by Turnovsky and 

Monteiro (2007, Sec. 5) in their extended discussion of backward-looking habits and elastic 

labor supply. 

7.  Conclusions 

 It has long been argued that the anticipations of some future event will impact current 

consumption, in advance of the occurrence of the event itself.  The current paper has introduced this 

idea of anticipated pleasure into an otherwise standard Ramsey growth model, by assuming that in 

addition to his own current consumption, an agent’s current utility depends upon a reference 

consumption level that is based on a discounted measure of expected future consumptions.  

Following the “habit formation” literature, we have considered two alternative specifications of the 

anticipated future consumption levels: an external index and an internal index. We have then 

proceeded to analyze the macrodynamic equilibrium, comparing it to both the standard Ramsey 

model, while also contrasting it with the conventional model of habit formation.  The approach we 

have taken is to combine the theoretical analysis with numerical simulations based on the calibration 

of a plausible macroeconomic growth model. 

We have drawn three main sets of theoretical conclusions: First, the introduction of an 

external forward-looking consumption reference will decrease the rate of convergence if 

expectations of future consumption decrease the marginal utility of current consumption.  This in 

turn will imply that capital will be accumulated less rapidly to make up the current shortfall in the 

capital stock and that current consumption will react slower to the accumulation of capital.  Second, 
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if labor is supplied inelastically, then steady-state consumption and output are identical to that of 

conventional Ramsey model, independently of how the consumption reference point is defined, and 

the direction of its impact on utility.  Third, if labor is supplied elastically, the long-run employment, 

capital, output, and consumption all increase with the positive impact of the consumption reference 

on utility.  On the other hand, increasing the speed of adjustment of the reference benchmark has a 

contractionary (expansionary) effect on steady state values of employment, capital, output and 

consumption if the reference stock is forward-looking (backward-looking). 

Numerical simulations have supplemented these theoretical findings with important 

quantitative insights.  One striking finding is the sharp contrast in the impact a forward-looking 

internal consumption reference has on the transitional adjustments of key variables, depending upon 

whether its effect on utility is positive or negative.  This is contrary to the more common case of the 

backward-looking internal reference where the effects are much less sensitive to this issue.  The 

difference reflects the fact that the forward-looking index can jump on impact, whereas the 

backward-looking index is constrained to gradual adjustments.   

Finally, we should remind ourselves that the introduction of anticipated consumption into 

utility raises a range of issues addressed by psychologists having to do with emotions,  the 

processing of information, and the key role of uncertainty ; see Elster and Loewenstein (1992).  A 

desirable next step would be to begin to incorporate some of these elements into macrodynamic 

models such as this. 

 



Table 1: 

A. Benchmark parameters  

Production parameters 1, 0.65, 0.065      
Preference parameters 0.04, 2.5, 0.20, 0.5, 0.5         

 

 

B. Eigenvalues 

 

 0.5   0.5    
Ramsey -0.0626 -0.0626 
External -anticipation -0.0548 -0.0729 
External - habit -0.0506,  -0.2652 -0.1057 0.0188i (r=0.1074) 
Internal- anticipation -0.0502,  -0.2518 -0.0661 0.0401i (r=0.0773) 
Internal - habit -0.0514,  -0.2853 -0.0936 0.0290i (r=0.0980) 

  



Table 2:  Short-run and long-run responses to increase in   from 1 to 1.2 
 

 (0)K             K  (0)A             A  (0)H           H  (0)C             C  

Base 0                 6.374 1.498          1.498   0              1.498 1.498          1.498 
Ramsey 0.129          8.438 NA NA 1.751          1.983 
External:    R=A 

0.5   
0.5    

 
0.093          8.438 
0.130          8.438 

 
1.829          1.983 
1.812          1.983 

 
NA 

 

 
1.787          1.983 
1.750          1.983 

External:    R=H 
0.5   

0.5    

 
0.056          8.438 
0.196          8.438 

 
NA 

 
0.065          1.983 
0.037          1.983 

 
1.824          1.983 
1.684          1.983 

Internal:     R=A 
0.5   

0.5    

 
0.466          8.438 
-0.343         8.438 

 
1.731          1.983 
2.025          1.983 

 
NA 

 
1.414          1.983 
2.223          1.983 

Internal:     R=H 
0.5   

0.5    

 
0.045          8.438 
0.201         8.438 

 
NA 

 
0.067          1.983 
0.036          1.983 

 
1.835          1.983 
1.679          1.983 

 

 

 



Figure 1:Response to a 20% increase in productivity- External reference point
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Appendix 

A.1 Properties of characteristic equation (12) 

 The characteristic equation (12) can be written as: 

    3 2( ) (1 ) (1 ) 0A A KK KKf C C C F C F                    (A.1) 

Since the product of the three eigenvalues 1 2 3 0KKC F     , we know that there are either one 

or three positive roots.  By Descartes rule of signs we immediate see from (A.1) irrespective of 

whether 1 AC , (A.1) involves exactly two sign changes and therefore has exactly one negative 

(stable) root 1 0,  and two positive roots, 3 2 0   .  In order for the transversality condition to be 

met we require 2 i  , which clearly holds for the stable root.  Examining (A.1) we can show (i) 

(0) 0f  , (ii) ( 2 0f   , which ensures that 32  , so that the largest root violates the 

transversality condition.  A sufficient condition that 22   is that (2 ) 2AC     , although 

weaker conditions can also be found. 

 The corresponding characteristic equation in the absence of anticipations is 

    2( ) 0KKg v C F            (A.2) 

Denote the stable root in the latter case as * 0  , so that *( ) 0g v   and *  .  Writing (A.1) in the 

form 

   ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )Af g v C v          

we obtain 

   * * *( ) ( )Af C v v     

so that *sgn( ( ) sgn( )Af v C   Thus: 

(i) If 0CAU   so that 0AC   then *( ) 0f v   implying *
1 0    

(ii) If 0CAU   so that 0AC   then *( ) 0f v   implying *
1 0    
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A.2 Equilibrium dynamics with externally generated backward-looking reference 

The equilibrium dynamics in this case is described by the set of equations 

   ( ) ( , ) ( , )K t F K L C H K         (A.3a) 

   ( ) ( , )Kt F K L       
       (A.3b) 

    ( ) ( , )H t C H H         (A.3c) 

where ( )H t  is now backward-looking.  The transversality conditions and steady state remain 

unchanged, while the linearized dynamics are now described by  

  
( ) ( )
( ) 0 0 ( )
( ) 0 (1 ) ( )

H

KK

H

K t C C K t K

t F t

H t C C H t H






   

 

      
          

          

 
  
 

    (A.4) 

so that the characteristic equation is now modified to 

    3 2( ) (1 ) (1 ) 0H H KK KKf C C C F C F                    (A.5) 

The product of the three eigenvalues is positive, implying that there are either two negative and one 

positive root, or that all three roots are positive.  Descartes rule of signs indicates that irrespective of 

whether 1 HC , there is only one sign change and therefore only one positive root.   The stable 

adjustment path is therefore given by the two dimensional manifold 

  1 2
1 2( ) t tK t K B e B e           (A.6a) 

  1 2
1 21 2 22( ) t tt B e B e             (A.6b) 

 1 2
1 31 2 32( ) t tH t H B e B e           (A.6c) 

where now 1 20, 0    are the stable eigenvalues and ij  are elements of the corresponding 

normalized eigenvectors, defined by 
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  2 2

3 3

1 1
0 0 1, 2

0 (1 )

K H

KK i i i

H i i

F C C

F i

C C





   
   

     
          
         

    (A.7) 

The arbitrary constants 1 2,B B  are determined by the initial on the sluggish variables ,H K , namely 

  1 2 0B B K K           (A.8a) 

  1 31 2 32 0B B H H            (A.8b) 

and depend upon the underlying structural change. 

A.3 Equilibrium dynamics with internally generated backward-looking reference 

 This is the conventional case discussed by Carroll et al (1997), Alvarez-Cuadrado et al 

(2004), and many others.  The underlying dynamics are  

     ( ) ( ) , ,K t F K C H K         (A.9a) 

     ( ) ( , , ),HU C H H            (A.9d)  

     ( )KF K          (A.9c) 

     ( , , )H C H H         (A.9d) 

Steady state, obtained when 0K H        , is described by 

    ( )F K C K         (A.10a) 

    ( )KF K          (A.10b) 

    H C          (A.10c) 

     ,CU C H            (A.10d) 

     ( ) , 0HU C H           (A.10e) 
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 To obtain the transitional dynamics we linearize (A.9) around (A.10): 

 
0 ( ) [ ]

0 0 0
0 (1 )

H

HC HC HH HC A

KK

H

C C CK K K
U C U C U U C

F

C C CH H H

 

 

 


   

  
  

      
                   
             

 

 
 
 

 (A.11) 

The characteristic equation is now given by,  

  4 3 2
2 32 ( ) 0KK

CC

F
D v v v

U
                 (A.12) 

where  

  2 2
2 (1 )[ (1 )] KK

H H
CC

F
C U C C

U                  

  3 (1 )[ (1 )] KK
H H

CC

F
C C C U

U                   

Since   ( ) 0KK CCF U     , and 3 0  , (A.12) implies that there are two stable and two unstable 

roots so that the equilibrium dynamics are a well defined saddlepoint.  The solution is of same form 

as for the internally generated expectational reference, except that the sluggish variables are now 

,K H , namely 

   1 2
1 2( ) t tK t K B e B e   

      (A.13a) 

   1 2
1 21 2 22( ) t tt B e B e            (A.13b) 

   1 2
1 31 2 32( ) t tt B e B e      

      (A.13c) 

   1 2
1 41 2 42( ) t tH t H B e B e    

     (A.13d) 

where 1 2,B B  are arbitrary, 0 0(0) , (0)K K H H  , and the vector 2 3 4(1, , , ),i i i   1,2i   is the 

normalized eigenvector associated with the stable eigenvalue i .  That is 2 3 4(1, , , )i i i    satisfies 
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  2

3

4

1
0 ( ) [ ]

0
0 0

0 (1 )

i A

HC i HC HH HC H i

KK i i

H i i

C C C

U C U C U U C

F

C C C

 

 

 

 
   

 
    

     
             
          

(A.14) 

The constants 1 2,B B  are obtained from the initial conditions 

   2 0B B K K           (A.15a) 

   41 1 42 2 0B B H H           (A.15b) 
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